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THE NOTIONS OF XIE-SHI («WRITING REALITY»),  
XIE-YI («WRITING IDEA») AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP  

TO REALISM

«Realism» is one of the most important creative 
methods in contemporary sculpture in China and, 
possibly, the world. In China, this concept of real-
ism encompasses both «xie-shi» and «xie-yi» sculp-
ture. Unfortunately, many practitioners and critics 
of sculpture in China tend to exclude the two no-
tions of «xie-yi» and «xie-shi» from the Chinese lin-
guistic context. As a result, Chinese artists are left 
with no choice but to employ the term «realism» 
(  xiangshi zhu yi) that has been imported 
from the Western world. This occurrence can be at-
tributed to both the individual preferences of artists 
and the progressive transformation of art terminol-
ogy within China.

Xie-shi (Chinese: , lit. «writing what is real») 
and xie-yi (Chinese: , lit. «writing an idea») are 
notions that are distinct to the Chinese art world. The 

) 
1 (« ») in the 

journal Xin Qinnian (« »), in which it refers to 
“replication of nature in art» within the general con-
text of Chinese art employing Western —  «scientif-
ic in nature» —  creative methods to further its own 
development. And it is the term xie-shi that the pi-
oneer of modern Chinese plastic art Li Jinfa ( ) 

-
politan Fisherboy Playing with a Tortoise» in his ar-
ticle «Three Great French Masters of 19th Century 
Sculpture» in the magazine Meiyu (« ») in Janu-

2. Thus, it can be argued that the concept of 
1.  Chen Duxiu. 1999. “Revolution in Art”, Art of China in the 20th 

century. Essays
Shanghai: Shanghai Shuhua Publishing House, pp. 29–30.

2.  Li Jinfa. 1928. “Three great French masters of sculpture of 
the XIX century”, Meiyu (“Art Education”), no.1, p. 5.

xie-shi is the result of the assimilation and adaptation 

to the Chinese context. Under the circumstances of 
the time, the appropriation of the term «realism» was 
seen as a means of correcting the outdated customs 
of Chinese art and adapting them to the complex so-
cial setting and needs of the time. The realistic art, 
which was at the early stage of development in Chi-
na, also demanded this. Xie-shi can be understood 
as «the depiction of a real object», that is, copying 

should be noted, however, when Chinese artists say 
«xie-shi», they do not always mean copying as such. 

-
nese , lit. to write), has a particular, abstract mean-
ing rooted in the way East Asian culture understands 
calligraphy. When applied to sculpture, it means that 

generalization, abstraction, and brevity, meaning that 

«imitates» reality.
As for the term «xie-yi», it originates from Chinese 

traditional painting guohua ( ). It can be traced 

Famous Paintings» (« »), Zhang Yanyuan  
( ) art, in es-
sence “was xie-yi”, as “the idea was moulded before the 

3. As opposed to gongbi, the 
main emphasis in xie-yi is placed on conveying a feeling, 
expressing an intention. In the context of contemporary 
Chinese sculpture, the notions of xie-yi and xie-shi are 
the result of the fusion of Chinese and Western artis-

expression rather than its external form.
French art theorist Hippolyte Taine in his «Phi-

losophy of Art» suggested that art is not concerned 
with copying the perceived appearance of a living 
being or event, but with «the totality of their rela-
tions and mutual connection», and not only the re-
lations of elements, but the characteristics of the 

4. This assessment resonates 
with the Chinese concept of «xie-yi».

The research conducted on a wide range of materials 
5

that in Chinese professional linguistic context, to de-
-

4.  Taine H. Philosophy of Art

scribe artistic directions and creative methods of sculp-
ture, researchers tend to use the distinctively Chinese 
terms «xie-shi» and «xie-yi» rather than the more spe-

are predominantly encountered in literature pertaining 

-
es —  namely, the examination of society, the human 
condition, the interplay between individuals and socie-

6.
As the concept of realism was embraced in China, it 

was gradually comprehended, interpreted, and expand-

of adopting the Western theory of realist sculpture in 

Chinese and Western sculpture. It also represented the 
-

-
tween Chinese and Western sculpture, which in itself 

aligning the base of contemporary Chinese sculpture 
theory and criticism with the conceptual categories, 

6.  Bosanquet B. 1986. History of Art. B. Bosanquet, transl. into 
-

lishing House, p. 2.

Summary: This article discusses terminological prob-
lems in the context of contemporary art practice and the-
ory in China. Contemporary Chinese sculpture criticism 

-
-

gration of Western theories and terminology system of 
sculpture in the present stage, the Chinese sculpture com-
munity has perceived and internalized terms such as re-

greatly enriched the theory and practice of Chinese sculp-
ture. At the same time, there are sculptural terms rooted 
in the Chinese national art practice, such as “xie-shi” and 
“xie-yi”. Unfortunately, limited by the cultural and linguis-
tic contexts of China and the West, and by the fact that 
most Chinese sculptors still preserve the creative habit of 
relying on traditional experience and personal judgment, 

-
ily lead to ambiguity and misinterpretation in interlingual 
translation, which becomes an obstacle to the understand-
ing of Chinese sculptural art in other countries and limits 
the development of Chinese sculptural criticism. This is 
an important academic problem that requires long-term 

to Prof. Maria Burganova for drawing his attention to this 

theses and doctoral dissertations CNKI, there are still no 

relevant topic, which remains to be explored.
Keywords: contemporary sculpture, terminology, lin-

guistic context, China, West

Ill. 1. Cover of Xin Qingnian Magazine - Volume 6, Number  
Chen Duxiu's article "Revolution in Art" was published in this 
issue with
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-
ing and understanding the Western terminology from 
the perspective of Chinese tradition and the distinctive 

-
derstood as an attempt by critics and practitioners of 
Chinese sculpture to construct a terminology system 
of Chinese sculpture criticism with prominent univer-
sal attributes, in order to bring Chinese and Western 
sculptural concepts to a shared standard.

The development of contemporary Chinese sculp-
ture in recent decades has been a two-way dynamic, 
with rapid Westernization on the one hand and the 
gradual sinicization of Western terminology on the 
other. Furthermore, the art of sculpture is constant-

the essence of the utilization of Western terminolo- 
gy within the Chinese linguistic context. Despite the 
challenges in logic and precision in conveying the 
meanings of various terms, it is undeniable that this 
process has had a positive impact and holds scientif-
ic value at this stage.

«Western thinking and reasoning is centred on the 
rigor and integrity of reason itself, so logic is more de-
veloped here. When discussing aesthetics, the West-
ern Man does not aim at applied value as his highest 
goal. Above all, he tests whether something is reason-
able and logical. On the contrary, the Chinese practical 
mind pays attention not to the logical form of reason 

-
son to establish a connection with practical life, to di-
rectly achieve worldly objectives. The study of beauty 
by the ancient Chinese, like the study of other things, 
was clearly empirical and practical in nature 7.

The objective reality of the Chinese linguistic con-
-

itage on sculpture as a plastic art. As a result, terms 
such as «xie-shi» and «xie-yi» enter the vocabulary of 
sculpture, that was originally adopted from the West, 
but also has distinctively Chinese characteristics. Per-
haps because Chinese writing is itself hieroglyphic, 

between objective things in the hieroglyphic writing 
system and embody many features of realism. How-

7.  Bosanquet B. 1986. History of Art. B. Bosanquet, transl. into 
-

lishing House, p. 2.

ever, as the objective world evolves, the empirical and 
pragmatic nature of ancient Chinese writing system 
can lead to many problems. As the spatial environment 
changes, the meanings of words expand, and often-

drifting away from realism. Therefore, it is very useful 
for the theoretical development of Chinese sculpture 
to adopt Western artistic terms while maintaining, as 
far as possible, the certainty and precision in the use 
of various concepts typical for the Western mentality.
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ARCHITECT YO MING PEI. THE ART OF 
ARCHITECTURE OF MUSEUM BUILDINGS

When discussing the topic of architectural struc-
ture and space, we can deeply understand two as-
pects: the fi rst is the concept of architectural space, 
the second is the internal structure of space that we 
experience in a building.

In terms of space, under the infl uence of the ba-
sic ideas of the fi rst generation of modernism and 
functionalism, a new style of architecture was born, 
extremely clean, rational, and a little cold. In addi-
tion, the industrial revolution provided modern ar-
chitecture with the necessary tools and new building 
materials such as reinforced concrete, pre-fabricat-
ed steel elements and fl at glass. These new mate-
rials completely changed the basic structure and 

construction methods, which led to the complete 
abandonment of decorative elements in modern ar-
chitecture. Following the principle of "decoration is 
sin" proposed by the Austrian architect Adolf Luce 
(Adolf Luce), these materials have made an inex-
pressible contribution to purifying the geometric 
form of the building.

I. M. Pei's fi rst art museum was designed in the 
1960s, and the architectural style of that time was 
strongly infl uenced by Pei's geometric style, which 
later became his characteristic feature. At the same 
time, the issues of coldness and rationality caused by 
abstract geometric architecture began to be ques-
tioned. Therefore, Pei's art museum initially did not 

Summary: Famous Chinese-American architect I.M. Pei 
was born in Guangdong, China in 1917.He traveled to the 
United States in 1935. Initially educated at the University 
of Pennsylvania, he continued his studies at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology (Bachelor of Architecture 
in 1940) and Harvard Graduate School of Design (Mas-
ter of Architecture in 1946). I.M. Pei is widely praised for 
his bold design and clear geometric forms in his project. 
His career spanned 60 years and left many outstanding 
architectural works. I.M. Pei, revered as "the consummate 
master of modern architecture," his architectural philos-
ophy was deeply infl uenced by modern art. During that 
era, New York City was known as the center of modern 
art. Among them, abstract expressionism, conceptualism 
and minimalism were on full display here. Many famous 
artists held grand exhibitions here and established their 
own studios. I.M. Pei spent most of his life in this place. 
When American modern art reached its peak in New York, 
many architects decided to use primitive forms to convey 
a concise and powerful artistic language, which also be-

came their iconic design style. I.M. Pei's design philoso-
phy is global. He emphasized: "In the architectural design 
process, there are three key aspects that require special 
attention: the fi rst is the integration of the building with 
its environment; the second is how to handle space and 
form; and fi nally, from the user's point of view, to cor-
rectly solve functional problems. In this paper, the study 
analyzes the structural features of 12 architectural spac-
es of art museums designed by I.M. Pei in the context of 
the time line. It compares the similarities and diff erenc-
es in the spatial structure of the architecture of art mu-
seums built in the same time period as well as between 
diff erent historical eras. The study focuses on analyzing 
the form and content of space and draws on the theo-
retical framework of contemporary architecture, namely 
the concepts of space within modernism. As a result of 
the analysis, two key characteristics of Pei's architecture 
are highlighted: sculptural and geometric.

Keywords: I. M. Pei; museum of art; architectural art; 
space.


